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Date: Tuesday, May 23, 2017
To: His Worship the Mayor and Members of City Council
First Name: Reg
Last Name: Reimer
Address: 1005 & 1009 Avenue i South
City: Saskatoon
Province: Saskatchewan
Postal Code: S7M 1Z6
Email: reimer12@shaw.ca
Comments:
11th St & Ave H Closure. Have lived here for over 30 years. We were told when initial expansion of Water Treatment Plant (WTP) was happening that with walkway over H all would be good which it is...The 1000 block of Ave i CANNOT support the amount of traffic that will still happen as it did for 3 years when it was closed for WTP construction. Firetrucks, lost semis, people who are too stubborn to change routes to downtown all pertain to what we will go through. As for security of the WTP...if someone wants to contaminate the water an enclosed fence is not going to stop them. Avenue i does not have the width like Ave H and in turn it should be used for what it was designed for. Avenue i with traffic going both ways in rush hour traffic made the street very dangerous as alternate parking choices are not an option. 2 vehicles were rear ended from this household alone when this was previously done. Let alone the numerous almost sideswipes from vehicles upset that a DETOUR was being imposed.
I have talked to every neighbor in area and have not found one who is for this change.
PLEASE CHANGE YOUR MIND on this
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